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Abstract. Unigraphs are graphs uniquely determined by their own de-
gree sequence up to isomorphism. There are many subclasses of unigraphs
such as threshold graphs, split matrogenic graphs, matroidal graphs, and
matrogenic graphs. Unigraphs and these subclasses are well studied in
the literature. Nevertheless, there are few results on superclasses of un-
igraphs. In this paper, we introduce two types of generalizations of uni-
graphs: k-unigraphs and k-strong unigraphs. We say that a graph G is a
k-unigraph if G can be partitioned into k unigraphs. G is a k-strong un-
igraph if not only each subgraph is a unigraph but also the whole graph
can be uniquely determined up to isomorphism, by using the degree
sequences of all the subgraphs in the partition. We describe a relation
between k-strong unigraphs and the subgraph isomorphism problem. We
show some properties of k-(strong) unigraphs and algorithmic results on
calculating the minimum k such that a graph G is a k-(strong) unigraph.
This paper will open many other research topics.
Keywords: Unigraph · Degree sequence · Subgraph isomorphism prob-
lem · Edge-colored graph · Unigraph number · k-unigraph
1 Introduction
Unigraphs [10,13] are graphs uniquely determined by their own degree sequence
up to isomorphism. The family of unigraphs contains many important graph
classes such as threshold graphs [4], split matrogenic graphs [6], matroidal graphs [16],
and matrogenic graphs [5]. The relationship of inclusion among these classes is
as follows:
threshold ⊂ split matrogenic ⊂ matroidal ⊂ matrogenic ⊂ unigraph. (1)
Unigraphs and these subclasses are well studied in the literature. Nevertheless,
there are few results on superclasses of unigraphs. Although there are many
approaches to consider superclasses of some graph class, in this paper, we pay
attention to a superclass obtained by generalizing a graph class by the partition
of the edge set of a graph. For example, the arboricity of a graph is the minimum
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(a) Domino graph.
black
red
green
(b) 2-coloring of the domino graph.
Each colored subgraph forms a uni-
graph.
(c) 2-colored graph whose colored de-
gree sequence is the same as the edge-
colored graph in Figure 1b.
(d) 3-colored graph whose colored de-
gree sequence determines the whole
graph uniquely up to isomorphism.
Fig. 1: Domino graph and its edge colorings.
number of forests into which the edge set of the graph can be partitioned. The
thickness of a graph is similarly defined by the minimum number of planar
subgraphs into which its edges can be partitioned. These values of a graph are
the measures of how far the graph is from the original graph classes.
In this paper, we introduce two types of generalizations of unigraphs: k-
unigraphs and k-strong unigraphs. We say that a graph is a k-unigraph if its
edge set can be partitioned into k sets such that the subgraph induced by each
set is a unigraph. We call the minimum k satisfying the above condition the
unigraph number of the graph. The formal definition is described in Section 3.
The unigraph number of a graph is a measure of how far the graph is from a
unigraph. For example, let us consider the domino graph, which is shown in
Figure 1a. The domino graph is not a unigraph because the graph in Figure 2
has the same degree sequence (3, 3, 2, 2, 2, 2) as the domino graph but is not
isomorphic to the domino graph. However, we can decompose the domino graph
into two unigraphs as shown in Figure 1b. The black and the red subgraph have
the degree sequences (2, 2, 2, 2) and (2, 2, 1, 1), respectively. Both the subgraphs
are unigraphs. Therefore, the domino graph is a 2-unigraph and its unigraph
number is two.
However, the definition of k-unigraphs is somewhat weak, that is, while a
unigraph requires that its degree sequence determines the whole graph uniquely,
in a k-unigraph, only each subgraph in a partition has to be uniquely determined
by the degree sequence of the subgraph. Therefore, we introduce another gen-
eralization of unigraphs: k-strong unigraphs. We say that a graph is a k-strong
unigraph if not only each subgraph is a unigraph but also the whole graph can
be uniquely determined up to isomorphism, by using the degree sequences of all
the subgraphs in the partition. Let us consider this in a more detailed way. A
partition of an edge set can be seen as an edge coloring. A k-edge coloring of a
graph is an assignment of k colors to the edges of the graph. Note that k-edge
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Fig. 2: Graph whose degree sequence is the same as the domino graph but is not
isomorphic to the domino graph.
colorings do not have to be proper, that is, it is allowed that two edges sharing
a vertex are assigned the same color. When we are given a graph and its k-edge
coloring, a colored degree of a vertex is a k-tuple, whose j-th element represents
the number of edges in the j-th color. We define the colored degree sequence by
the sequence of the colored degrees of all the vertices. We say that a graph is
a k-strong unigraph if there exists a k-edge coloring such that not only each
colored subgraph is a unigraph but also the colored degree sequence obtained
by the coloring determines the whole graph uniquely up to isomorphism. We
call the minimum k satisfying the above condition the strong unigraph number
of the graph. The strong unigraph number of the graph is the measure of not
only how far the graph is from a unigraph, but also how difficult it is to deter-
mine the graph uniquely up to isomorphism by degree sequences. For example,
the two edge-colored graphs in Figures 1b and 1c have the same colored degree
sequence ((2, 1), (2, 1), (2, 0), (2, 0), (0, 2), (0, 2)), where, for each tuple, the first
and the second element mean the numbers of the black and the red edges inci-
dent to a vertex, respectively. Therefore, the edge colorings do not determine the
whole graphs uniquely. On the other hand, Figure 1d shows a 3-edge coloring of
the domino graph. The colored degree sequence obtained by the edge coloring
is ((2, 0, 0), (1, 1, 1), (1, 0, 1), (0, 2, 0), (0, 1, 1), (0, 0, 3)), where, for each tuple, the
first, the second, and the third element mean the numbers of the black, the red,
and the green edges, respectively. In the edge coloring, not only each colored
subgraph is a unigraph but also the whole graph is uniquely determined by the
colored degree sequence. Therefore, the domino graph is a 3-strong unigraph.
The strong unigraph number is related to the well-known subgraph isomor-
phism problem. Especially, we focus on its variant, the isomorphic subgraph enu-
meration problem. In the problem, the input is a pair of graphs: a host graph
and a query graph. The task is to find all the subgraphs, of the host graph, such
that they are isomorphic to the query graph. Since the subgraph isomorphism
problem is in NP-complete, enumerating isomorphic subgraphs is a hard task in
general. One approach to the problem is a technique using decision diagrams [11].
In this approach, one first finds an edge coloring of the query graph such that
the colored degree sequence obtained by the coloring determines the whole graph
uniquely. Then one searches for subgraphs, of the host graph, which yields the
same colored degree sequence as the edge coloring of the query graph. Using
edge colorings, we only have to maintain colored degree sequences of subgraphs.
It leads to an efficient algorithm. A notable point is that the complexity of the
algorithm heavily depends on the number of colors used in the edge coloring.
Therefore, it is important to find an edge coloring that not only determines
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the query graph uniquely but also uses as few colors as possible. However, in
their study, they only gave edge colorings for a few special query graphs in an
ad hoc way. In order to deal with various query graphs efficiently, a theoret-
ical investigation is essential. This motivates us to define k-strong unigraphs.
We focus on the fact that graphs which need only one color to determine the
whole graph uniquely are exactly unigraphs. Then we generalize them by the
number of necessary colors and define k-strong unigraphs. The reason why we
define k-unigraphs, along with k-strong unigraphs, is that they seem to be easier
to be dealt with than k-strong unigraphs and they are of theoretical interest
themselves. In addition, the unigraph number of a graph can be used as a lower
bound of the strong unigraph number.
Our contributions in this paper are:
– We introduce two types of generalizations of unigraphs: k-unigraphs and
k-strong unigraphs.
– We analyze a basic property of the (strong) unigraph number of a graph.
We show that, for every graph, its (strong) unigraph number is at most its
vertex cover number.
– We show that, for every tree, its unigraph number is equal to its edge dom-
ination number, the minimum number of edges such that every edge shares
at least one endpoint with an adopted edge. Using this property, we show
that we can calculate the unigraph number of a tree in linear time.
This paper is organized as follows. The rest of this section describes related
work. Section 2 gives preliminaries. In Section 3, we introduce new generaliza-
tions of unigraphs: k-unigraphs and k-strong unigraphs. Section 4 presents a
relationship between the (strong) unigraph number and the vertex cover num-
ber. Section 5 shows the relationship between the unigraph number of a tree and
the edge domination number and that we can calculate the unigraph number of
a tree in linear time. Section 6 gives concluding remarks.
Related work
Unigraphs [10,13] and its subclasses [4,5,6,16] are well studied in the literature.
There is a linear-time algorithm to recognize unigraphs [12]. Tyshkevich [18]
characterized unigraphs by the canonical decomposition4. Borri et al. [3] pre-
sented a new linear-time algorithm for recognizing unigraphs by extending the
pruning algorithm for recognizing matrogenic graphs [15]. Unigraphs are not
hereditary, that is, an induced subgraph of a unigraph may not be a unigraph.
Hereditary unigraphs, a subclass of unigraphs that are hereditary, are studied by
Barrus [1,2].
A subgraph enumeration technique using decision diagrams is well studied.
It has been used for many applications such as network reliability evaluation [7],
electrical distribution network [9], influence spread [14], and so on. A framework
4 Tyshkevich decomposed a unigraph into several graphs. On the other hand, we
decompose a graph (not necessarily a unigraph) into several unigraphs.
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of algorithms to enumerate subgraphs using decision diagrams is called frontier-
based search [17]. Kawahara et al. [11] have proposed generalized frontier-based
search, colorful frontier-based search. By their framework, many types of query
graphs can be dealt with in a unified way. However, the efficiency of the algorithm
heavily depends on how to color the query graph. There are few theoretical
results on how many colors are needed to determine the query graph uniquely,
which motivates us to define k-unigraphs and k-strong unigraphs.
2 Preliminaries
Let G = 〈V (G), E(G)〉 be a graph with n = |V (G)| vertices and m = |E(G)|
edges. We assume that G is finite, undirected, connected, and simple (without
multiple edges and loops). We regard an edge e as a 2-vertex set {u, v}, where u
and v are the two distinct endpoints of e. For a vertex v ∈ V (G), the degree of v is
deg(G; v) = | {e ∈ E(G) | v ∈ e} |. For U ⊆ V (G), the vertex-induced subgraph by
U is G[U ] = 〈U,E′〉, where E′ = {e ∈ E(G) | e ⊆ U}. For F ⊆ E(G), the edge-
induced subgraph by F is G[F ] = 〈V ′, F 〉, where V ′ = ⋃e∈F e. For two graphs G
and H, G is isomorphic to H if there exists a bijection f : V (G) → V (H) such
that {u, v} ∈ E(G) if and only if {f(u), f(v)} ∈ E(H). When G is isomorphic to
H, we write G ' H (or H ' G, since the isomorphism relation is symmetric).
For a positive integer k, we define [k] = {1, 2, . . . , k}.
For convenience, we define a degree set instead of a degree sequence. The
degree set of G is the multiset D(G) = Jdeg(G; v) | v ∈ V (G)K5. Using degree
sets, we can define unigraphs as follows.
Definition 1 (unigraph [10,13]). A graph G is a unigraph if, for all graphs
H whose degree sets are the same as G, H is isomorphic to G.
The following lemma shows there are few patterns for disconnected uni-
graphs. Although the lemma is basic, an explicit statement could not be found
in the literature. Thus, we proof the lemma in Appendix A.
Lemma 1. If G is a disconnected unigraph, G has at most one connected com-
ponent which has at least three vertices.
By Lemma 1, we restrict our attention to decomposing a graph into con-
nected unigraphs in this paper. The following lemma and corollary are basic
characterizations of (connected) unigraphs.
Lemma 2 ([1]). A unigraph does not contain a path with four edges as a vertex-
induced subgraph.
Corollary 1. If G is a connected unigraph, its diameter is at most three.
5 We use ”JK” for multisets instead of ”{}”.
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3 Two generalizations of unigraphs
In this paper, we introduce two types of generalizations of unigraphs: k-unigraphs
and k-strong unigraphs. Roughly speaking, we say that a graph G is a k-unigraph
if G can be partitioned into k unigraphs. G is a k-strong unigraph if not only each
subgraph is a unigraph but also the whole graph can be uniquely determined up
to isomorphism, by using the degree sequences of all the subgraphs.
In order to formally define k-unigraphs and k-strong unigraphs, we intro-
duce k-edge colorings and colored degrees. A k-edge coloring of G is a function
c : E(G) → [k]. It assigns each edge in G a color i ∈ [k]. Note that k-edge
colorings do not have to be proper, that is, it is allowed that two edges shar-
ing a vertex are assigned the same color. The pair of a graph G and an edge
coloring c is an edge-colored graph, which we denote by Gc. If c(e) = i ∈ [k]
holds for an edge e, we say that the color of e is i or that e has the color i.
For each color i ∈ [k], let Ei(Gc) be the set of edges in the color i, that is,
Ei(G
c) = {e ∈ E(G) | c(e) = i}. We call Gci = G[Ei(Gc)] the color-i subgraph
of Gc. For a color i ∈ [k] and a vertex v ∈ V (G), we define the color-i de-
gree of v by the number of the color-i edges incident to v and denote it by
deg(Gc; v, i) = | {e ∈ Ei(G) | v ∈ e} |. We define the colored degree of v ∈ V (G)
by deg(Gc; v) = 〈deg(Gc; v, 1),deg(Gc; v, 2), . . . ,deg(Gc; v, k)〉. Finally, we define
the colored degree set of Gc by the multiset D(Gc) = Jdeg(Gc; v) | v ∈ V (G)K.
Now we define k-(strong) unigraphs using k-(strongly) unigraphic (edge) col-
orings, which we define in the following. By Lemma 1, which states there are few
patterns for disconnected unigraphs, we restrict our attention to decomposing a
graph into connected unigraphs.
Definition 2 (k-(strongly) unigraphic coloring). Let c : E(G) → [k] be a
k-edge coloring.
– The k-edge coloring c is a k-unigraphic (edge) coloring if, for all i ∈ [k], the
color-i subgraph of Gc is a connected unigraph.
– The k-edge coloring c is a k-strongly unigraphic (edge) coloring if it is a
k-unigraphic coloring and, for all graphs H = 〈V (H), E(H)〉, the following
holds:
∃c′ : E(H)→ [k], D(Gc) = D(Hc′)⇒ G ' H. (2)
Definition 3 (k-(strong) unigraph). G is a k-(strong) unigraph if there ex-
ists a k-(strongly) unigraphic coloring of G.
We define the unigraph number of G as the minimum k such that G is a
k-unigraph and denote it by w(G). We also define the strong unigraph number
of G similarly and denote it by s(G).
4 Upper bound of the (strong) unigraph numbers for
general graphs
In this section, we show that, for every graph, both its unigraph number and
strong unigraph number are at most its vertex cover number. A set U ⊆ V (G)
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(a) 3-star coloring whose stars have
centers v1, v2, and v3.
𝑣"𝑣#𝑣$ 𝑣%𝑣&
(b) 2-star coloring whose stars have
centers v1 and v2. The two vertices
form a minimum vertex cover.
Fig. 3: Star colorings with different numbers of colors for the same graph.
is called a vertex cover of G if, for all e ∈ E(G), e∩U 6= ∅ holds. A vertex cover
of G with the minimum size is called a minimum vertex cover and its size is the
vertex cover number, which we denote by τ(G).
To prove the bound, we utilize a k-star coloring, a k-edge coloring whose each
colored subgraph forms a star. We show that a k-star coloring is a k-(strongly)
unigraphic coloring and that we can construct a τ(G)-star coloring for any graph
G, which means that both w(G) and s(G) are at most τ(G).
Definition 4 (star coloring). A k-edge coloring c : E(G) → [k] is a k-star
coloring if, for all i ∈ [k], the color-i subgraph of Gc is a star.
Lemma 3. Every k-star coloring is a k-unigraphic coloring.
Proof. This is because a star is a unigraph. uunionsq
Corollary 2. Let c : E(G) → [k] be a k-star coloring of G. For all graphs H
and a k-edge coloring c′ : E(H)→ [k], c′ is a k-star coloring if D(Gc) = D(Hc′).
Figure 3 shows examples of star colorings. In a star coloring, roughly speak-
ing, whether two vertices are adjacent depends only on their colored degrees.
Formally, this can be stated as the following lemma.
Lemma 4. Let c : E(G) → [k] be a k-star coloring. {u, v} ∈ E(G) if and only
if there exists a color i ∈ [k] such that
1. |Ei(Gc)| = 1 and deg(Gc;u, i) = deg(Gc; v, i) = 1, or
2. |Ei(Gc)| ≥ 2, minx∈{u,v} deg(Gc;x, i) = 1 and maxx∈{u,v} deg(Gc;x, i) ≥ 2.
Proof. First, we show the “only if” part. Let c : E(G)→ [k] be a k-star coloring.
If {u, v} ∈ E(G), let i = c({u, v}). If |Ei(Gc)| = 1, Gci is isomorphic to K2. In
this case, both u and v are the endpoints of the only edge of the K2. Therefore,
deg(Gc;u, i) = deg(Gc; v, i) = 1 holds. If |Ei(Gc)| ≥ 2, since c is a star coloring,
Gci is isomorphic to the star K1,p for some integer p ≥ 2. In this case, one of
u and v is the center of the star, and the other is a leaf of the star. Therefore,
minx∈{u,v} deg(Gc;x, i) = 1 and maxx∈{u,v} deg(Gc;x, i) ≥ 2 hold.
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Next, we show the “if” part. Assume that there exists a color i ∈ [k] such
that |Ei(Gc)| = 1 and deg(Gc;u, i) = deg(Gc; v, i) = 1. |Ei(Gc)| = 1 implies
that Gci ' K2. In addition, by deg(Gc;u, i) = deg(Gc; v, i) = 1, both u and v
are the endpoints of the K2. Therefore, {u, v} ∈ E(G) holds. Assume that there
exists a color i ∈ [k] such that |Ei(Gc)| ≥ 2, minx∈{u,v} deg(Gc;x, i) = 1 and
maxx∈{u,v} deg(Gc;x, i) ≥ 2. Since c is a star coloring, |Ei(Gc)| ≥ 2 implies that
Gci ' K1,p for some integer p ≥ 2. Therefore, minx∈{u,v} deg(Gc;x, i) = 1 and
maxx∈{u,v} deg(Gc;x, i) ≥ 2 implies that one of u and v is the center of the star
and the other is a leaf, meaning that {u, v} ∈ E(G). uunionsq
Lemma 5. Every k-star coloring is a k-strongly unigraphic coloring.
Proof. Let c : E(G)→ [k] be a k-star coloring ofG,H be a graph, and c′ : E(H)→
[k] be a k-edge coloring of H such that D(Gc) = D(Hc
′
). We show that G ' H,
that is, there exists a bijection g : V (G)→ V (H) such that, for all u, v ∈ V (G),
{u, v} ∈ E(G) if and only if {g(u), g(v)} ∈ E(H). Consider a bijection which
preserves the colored degrees of the vertices, that is, f : V (G) → V (H) such
that f(a) = b ⇒ deg(Gc; a) = deg(Hc′ ; b), where a ∈ V (G) and b ∈ V (H).
There exists such a bijection because D(Gc) = D(Hc
′
). We show that, for all
u, v ∈ V (G), {u, v} ∈ E(G)⇔ {f(u), f(v)} ∈ E(H) holds.
Let u, v ∈ V (G). If {u, v} ∈ E(G), let i = c({u, v}). We consider two
cases based on Lemma 4. If |Ei(Gc)| = 1, deg(Gc;u, i) = deg(Gc; v, i) = 1
holds. Since f preserves the colored degrees of the vertices, deg(Hc
′
; f(u), i) =
deg(Hc
′
; f(v), i) = 1 holds. In addition, |Ei(Hc′)| = 1 because D(Gc) = D(Hc′).
Moreover, by Corollary 2, c′ is a k-star coloring. Therefore, by the first case of
Lemma 4, {f(u), f(v)} ∈ E(H) holds. Let us consider the second case, where
{u, v} ∈ E(G) and |Ei(Gc)| ≥ 2. From the second case of Lemma 2, with-
out loss of generality, we assume that deg(Gc;u, i) ≥ 2 and deg(Gc; v, i) = 1.
Since f preserves the colored degrees of the vertices, deg(Hc
′
; f(u), i) ≥ 2 and
deg(Hc
′
; f(v), i) = 1 hold. In addition, |Ei(Hc′)| ≥ 2 and c′ is a k-star coloring.
Therefore, by the second case of Lemma 4, {f(u), f(v)} ∈ E(H) holds.
If {u, v} /∈ E(G), since c is a star coloring, neither the first nor the second
conditions in Lemma 4 hold. Since f preserves the colored degrees of the vertices,
the same goes to Hc
′
. Therefore, by a similar discussion to the above, {u, v} /∈
E(H) holds.
From the above discussion, {u, v} ∈ E(G)⇔ {f(u), f(v)} ∈ E(H) holds. uunionsq
Now we show that, for every graph G, the (strong) unigraph number is at
most the vertex cover number, by constructing τ(G)-(strongly) unigraphic col-
oring of G.
Theorem 1. w(G) ≤ s(G) ≤ τ(G).
Proof. w(G) ≤ s(G) follows from the definition. We show that s(G) ≤ τ(G)
holds. Let k be τ(G) and S = {v1, . . . , vk} ⊆ V (G) be a minimum vertex cover
of G. We subscript the other vertices by V \ S = {vk+1, . . . , vn}. Let us color
each edge {vi, vj} ∈ E(G) by the color min {i, j}. Observe that each edge is
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(a) K2.
…𝑝
(b) K1,p, where p ≥ 2.
…𝑞 …𝑟
(c) Sq,r, where q ≥ 1 and r ≥ 1.
Fig. 4: Unigraphs in trees.
colored by some color in [k] because S is a vertex cover, that is, for each edge
{vi, vj}, vi ∈ S or vj ∈ S holds. In addition, for each color i ∈ [k], the color-i
subgraph forms a star by construction. Therefore, the obtained edge coloring is a
k-star coloring. By Lemma 5, it is a k-strongly unigraphic coloring. This means
that s(G) ≤ τ(G) holds. An example of a star coloring which is obtained by a
minimum vertex cover is shown in Figure 3b. uunionsq
Note that the bound is not tight. Complete graphs are the worst examples.
Since complete graphs are unigraphs, the unigraph numbers and the strong un-
igraph numbers are one regardless of their size, while the vertex cover number
of the complete graph with n vertices is n− 1. It is an interesting open problem
whether we can obtain a tighter bound.
5 Unigraph numbers for trees
In this section, we show that the unigraph number of a tree can be calculated in
linear time. Our proof consists of three steps. First, we show that there are few
patterns of unigraphs in a tree. Second, we show that, for every tree, the unigraph
number equals the edge domination number. An edge dominating set [19] of a
graph G is a set E′ ⊆ E(G) such that, for every edge e ∈ E(G) \ E′, there
exists an edge e′ ∈ E′ such that e′ ∩ e 6= ∅. The edge domination number is the
minimum size of edge dominating sets. Third, using a linear-time algorithm to
calculate the edge domination number of a tree [8], we calculate the unigraph
number of the tree.
In the following, we use three patterns of graphs shown in Figure 4: K2,K1,p,
and Sq,r. K2 is the graph having only one edge (Figure 4a), K1,p (p ≥ 2) is the
star with p leaves (Figure 4b), and Sq,r (q, r ≥ 1) is the graph obtained by
adding an edge between the two centers of K1,q and K1,r (Figure 4c).
Lemma 6. Let G be a tree and c : E(G) → [k] be a k-edge coloring of G. The
edge coloring c is a k-unigraphic coloring of G if and only if, for each color
i ∈ [k], the color-i subgraph is isomorphic to one of
K2,K1,p, Sq,r, (3)
where p ≥ 2, q ≥ 1, and r ≥ 1 are positive integers.
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(a) Unigraphic coloring. The black, the
red, and the green subgraphs are iso-
morphic to S3,1,K1,3 and K2, respec-
tively.
(b) Edge dominating set. Adopted
edges are drawn by bold lines and the
others thin lines. The colors of bold
edges correspond to those in Figure 5a.
Fig. 5: Unigraphic coloring and a corresponding edge dominating set.
Proof. Since all the graphs of (3) are unigraphs, the “if” part is correct. We show
the “only if” part. If c is a k-unigraphic coloring, by definition, for each color
i ∈ [k], the color-i subgraph Gci must be a unigraph. By Corollary 1, for each
color i ∈ [k], the diameter of Gci must be at most three. Since Gci is a subgraph
of a tree G, Gci is also a tree. A tree has the diameter at most three if and only
if it is isomorphic to one of the graphs of (3). uunionsq
Lemma 7. For every tree G, its unigraph number equals its edge domination
number.
Proof. Let c : E(G)→ [k] be a k-unigraphic coloring of G. We show that we can
obtain an edge dominating set of size k by choosing one edge from each color.
By Lemma 6, for each color i ∈ [k], the color-i subgraph Gci is isomorphic to one
of the graphs of (3). If Gci ' K2, we choose its only edge. If Gci ' K1,p for some
integer p ≥ 2, we choose an arbitrary edge of it. If Gci ' Sq,r for some integers
q ≥ 1 and r ≥ 1, we adopt the edge connecting the two centers of the stars K1,q
and K1,r. The set of the chosen edges is an edge dominating set. Figure 5 shows
examples of a unigraphic coloring and an edge dominating set obtained by the
above procedure.
Let E′ = {e′1, e′2, . . . , e′k} ⊆ E(G) be an edge dominating set with k edges.
We show that we can obtain a k-unigraphic coloring. Consider a k-edge coloring
c : E(G) → [k] which colors an edge e′i ∈ E′ by the color i and an edge e ∈
E(G) \E′ by the minimum color i ∈ [k] such that e′i ∩ e 6= ∅. Since E′ is an edge
dominating set, all the edges are colored in this procedure. In this edge coloring,
for each color i ∈ [k], the color-i subgraph is isomorphic to one of the graphs of
(3). By Lemma 6, c is a k-unigraphic coloring. Figure 5b is an example of an
edge dominating set and Figure 5a is a corresponding unigrahic coloring. uunionsq
Theorem 2. There exists an algorithm which calculates the unigraph number
of a tree in O(n) time.
Proof. Calculate the edge domination number of the tree in O(n) time [8]. By
Lemma 7, it is also the unigraph number of the tree. uunionsq
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(a) Tree. (b) Edge dominating set.
(c) Unigraphic coloring obtained by the
edge dominating set in Figure 6b.
(d) 2-colored graph which has the same
colored degree sequence as the colored
graph in Figure 6c but is not isomor-
phic to the graph in Figure 6a.
Fig. 6: Unigraphic but not strongly unigraphic coloring of a tree.
Note that the unigraphic coloring obtained by an edge dominating set is not
necessarily a strongly unigraphic coloring. Figure 6 shows an anticase. It is an
interesting open problem whether we can calculate the strong unigraph number
of a tree in polynomial time.
6 Concluding remarks
In this paper, we have introduced two types of generalizations of unigraphs: k-
unigraphs and k-strong unigraphs. We have described the relationship between
k-(strong) unigraphs and the subgraph isomorphism problem and analyzed the
basic properties of k-(strong) unigraphs. This paper opens many research topics.
There are two main viewpoints to the k-(strong) unigraphs.
The first viewpoint is the algorithmic one. When we are given a graph and a
positive integer k, what is the complexity of the problem to determine whether
the (strong) unigraph number of the graph is at most k? The decision problem
of the unigraph number is in NP because, when we are given a partition of the
edge set of a graph with at most k sets as a certificate, we can check whether
each set forms a unigraph using the linear-time recognition algorithm. However,
whether the problem is in NP-complete or not remains open. Moreover, as for the
strong unigraph number, we do not know even whether the decision problem is
in NP because, when we are given a colored degree sequence as a certificate, it is
unclear that we can determine whether it has a unique realization in polynomial
time. If the calculation of the (strong) unigraph number of a graph is difficult,
can we design approximation algorithms or fixed-parameter algorithms? It is also
important to utilize the (strong) unigraph number for other problems. Is there
any problem which can be solved easily for graphs with small (strong) unigraph
numbers? A hopeful example is the subgraph isomorphism problem, which we
have mentioned in Section 1.
The second viewpoint is the graph-theoretic one. How is the (strong) uni-
graph number of a graph related to other invariants of the graph? Is the (strong)
unigraph number of a graph bounded for some graph classes?
12 T, Horiyama et al.
We expect that the concept of k-(strong) unigraphs will open many future
research topics.
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A Proof of Lemma 1
We proof the lemma by contradiction. Assume that there are two distinct con-
nected components C1 and C2 in G such that both of them have at least three
vertices. We choose an edge ei from Ci (i ∈ [2]) as follows: (a) If Ci is not a tree,
there exists an edge contained in some cycle. Let the edge be ei. In this case, ei
is not a bridge in Ci. (b) If Ci is a tree, there exists a vertex whose degree is one.
Let the (unique) edge incident to the vertex be ei. In this case, ei is a bridge in
Ci. In the following, we denote ei = {ui, vi} (i ∈ [2]).
We consider the following two cases and show that we can construct another
graph G′ which has the same degree set as G but is not isomorphic to G. If
both e1 and e2 are chosen in the case (b), without loss of generality, we assume
that u1 and u2 have the degrees one. Consider a graph G
′ obtained from G by
deleting edges e1 and e2 and adding edges e
′
1 = {u1, u2} and e′2 = {v1, v2}. Note
that D(G′) = D(G). C1 and C2 in G change into C ′1 and C
′
2 in G
′, whose set
of vertices are {u1, u2} and (V (C1) \ {u1})∪ (V (C2) \ {u2}), respectively. While
|V (C1)| ≥ 3 and |V (C2)| ≥ 3 hold, |V (C ′1)| = 2 < 3 holds. Therefore, G′ is not
isomorphic to G.
Otherwise, if at least one of e1 or e2 are chosen in the case (a), without loss
of generality, we assume that e1 is chosen in the case (a). In this case, e1 is
not a bridge of C1. Consider a graph G
′ obtained in the same way as in the
above. Since e1 was not a bridge of C1, C1 and C2 in G are merged into one
connected component in G′. Therefore, the number of connected component in
G′ is one less than that of G, meaning that G′ is not isomorphic to G although
D(G′) = D(G).
